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Strategy, culture and engagement

• Creativity

• Entrepreneurship and opportunity recognition

• Staff engagement

• User engagement

• Agility and cultures of decision making

• Understanding risk
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Creativity
• Spinning out giving freedom and willingness to do things 

differently
– “having worked in the NHS for the glut of my career, whilst 

there are some wonderful things about it, it can be quite stifling 
in terms of people feeling they’ve got any freedom to think and 
I think that takes time for staff here to get used to that”

• Innovation from both formal R&D and learning within 
everyday practices

• Innovation from both formal R&D and learning within 
everyday practices

• Bringing ‘new blood’ – from outside the public sector and 
third sector

• Commissioners shape patterns of creativity through giving 
directions and allocating resources

• Creativity prior to spinning out

• Some resistance to change

• Discourse of continuity to assure users
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Entrepreneurship and opportunity 

recognition

• Entrepreneurial leaders seeking new opportunity
• Balancing commercial opportunities with social value

• Entrepreneurial capabilities while in the public sector –
mavericks :

“[Our pre-spin-out innovative service] existed because we “[Our pre-spin-out innovative service] existed because we 

didn't ask permission.  All the best things I've ever done in the 

health service, we've done under the radar […]. We haven't 

explicitly looked for permission.” (CEO)

• But…Challenge of building entrepreneurial cultures

• Different aspirations for growth – can create tensions

– bigger is better…or is small beautiful?
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Agility and cultures of decision making

• Flexibility and ability to make quick decisions
– “We can also bring new products to market more quickly. So if 

staff clinically have a good idea, they can trial it, make the 
business case for it, we can attract funding and we can go to 
market with it” 

• Key role for boards and CEOs  in delegating responsibility• Key role for boards and CEOs  in delegating responsibility

• But… hierarchical cultures retained in some organisations
– “To be honest, despite being a social enterprise, it's still 

hierarchy and everything goes up the chain at the end of the day 
it's the Senior Management Team which makes all the decisions 
but they get the input from all the levels.” (Staff member)

• Increased accountability and legal responsibility since 
spinning out reported
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Staff engagement

• Opportunities for greater staff involvement

– “…as shareholders, we’ve actually got a say in what 

happens.” (Exec PA )

•Although challenges of engaging staff as shareholders
•Giving permission•Giving permission

–Senior managers enabling staff to introduce new ideas –

•Formal structures for staff engagement 
–idea boxes and forum

•Shift from a hierarchical structure but leaders still 
seeking a degree of control
• Mutual ownership not necessarily related to degrees of 
engagement or innovation
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Engaging users and other stakeholders

• User engagement- ethos of organisation and 

commercial motivations

• Partnership working and open learning –

mainly with public and third sector  mainly with public and third sector  

• Some developing new links with private sector 

companies

• Links to universities for innovation and 

formalised R and D activities
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Understanding risk

• Organisational cultures that allow spaces for 
experimentation and risk

• Concept of risk different in social enterprise: 

“The NHS tends to be overly secure for all sorts of right 

reasons….. The initial response from xxx which is the reasons….. The initial response from xxx which is the 

NHS said, ‘You can't do that.’… And we were like, ‘Let's 

just do it and see what happens’. […] So it was a 

cultural change that you need to do to change them to 

say, ‘I can take a risk and do something differently.’”

(CEO)

• Social innovation mechanisms – awards, ideas 
boxes, reviews of all services
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Conclusions

• Creativity can be encouraged through leaders 
giving permission and through recruitment

• Commissioners play a role in encouraging and 
funding creativity

• New organisations need to build social • New organisations need to build social 
entrepreneurial capabilities (balancing social and 
commercial aims)

• Mavericks and entrepreneurs are found in the 
public sector- how can they be supported?

• Ownership change does not necessarily relate to 
culture change

• Organisations need to find spaces for risk taking 
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